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Focus 
The kingdom of God that Jesus is 
proclaiming requires ears to hear; 
that is, we need a humble heart that 
is willing to receive and be shaped by 
the Word of God. Therefore, as Jesus 
defines it, we must truly hear the 
Word, accept it, and bear fruit. 
 

 
Read 
Mark 4:1-25 
 
 
Listen 
CCNYC teaching on Mark 4 which 
can be found on our website

As you study this passage on your own or with a small group of others, here are 
some questions for study, reflection, and application.  
 
 
Opening Questions 
1. How much time have you spent this past week reflecting on Jesus and the 

hope of the gospel? How has reflecting on Him been of help to you? What 
have you learned? 

 
 
 
Some Questions for Study and Reflection 
2. What repeated words and exhortations do you see in this passage? What does 

that tell you about the point of this passage? 
 
 
3. Why is it best to understand this parable not as a parable about the sower or 

the seed, but about the soils? What in the text leads us to that conclusion? 
 
 
4. What do the soils represent? Carefully examine each of the soils, how would 

you describe the ‘hearing’ done by these soils? 
 
 
5. Why is this parable foundational to comprehending other parables? 
 
 
6. Taking verses 10-12 and 21-25 together, what point do you think Jesus is 

trying to make? 
 
 
7. How did Jesus’ parables give some people (like His disciples) greater 

understanding while at the same time causing greater confusion to those on 
‘the outside’? 

 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Mark+4%3A1-25&version=ESV
https://christchurchnyc.com/sermons/heart-hearing-problems-mark-41-25/
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Closing Reflection and Application 
8. Can you think of any current examples where those who already understand 

the gospel gain more understanding, while those who have rejected Jesus 
remain in a deepening darkness?  

 
 
9. Was it unfair of Jesus to obscure His teaching from those who rejected Him 

by using parables? Whose fault ultimately was it that they didn’t understand? 
 
 
10. Which of these four soils do you see as perhaps more prevalent in our current 

culture? Without changing the gospel message, is there anything in our 
presentation of the gospel that can help us more effectively address that 
particular prevalent soil? 

 
 
11. When you’re struggling, which of the first three soils perhaps describes the 

nature of your hearing? How can you actively address that struggle? 
 
 
12. Focusing on the good soil, what part can you play in being good soil for God’s 

Word? What would it look like for you to hear the word, accept it, and bear 
fruit?  

 
 
13. Apply verse 20 to your personal Bible reading, your listening to sermons, to 

your community group Bible studies, and any other encounters you have with 
God’s word. Get specific – how can you more fruitfully hear God’s word? 


